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Franke Evolution
The ultimate stage in coffee-making competence.
When it comes to above-average performance the modestly
sized Evolution is certainly among the elite. The entry-level
model alone has everything you need. With its perfected
technology there is virtually no task it cannot handle. In fact
the Evolution is the darling of coffee aficionados and cool
business minds alike. With its exclusive design this
functional, compact machine is certainly an eye-catcher, and
yet it’s made to focus entirely on what’s essential: producing
an unmistakable coffee quality, which is why the Evolution
has such a huge fan base throughout the industry: in
restaurants, bars, hotels, large canteens and even the
vending sector. In short, it’s a coffee machine with character
– and it excels in one particular area: The art of excellent
coffee-making.
Operating panel
The focus is on easy operation. The large, clearly arranged
product buttons are individually programmed and labelled.
Whether in self-service operation with a maximum of 6
coffee products or in the operated version with up to 20
different coffee products: you’re always in control.
Customer settings
The intelligent chip cards allow the user to set the key
parameters himself in a matter of seconds, i.e. the amount
of coffee to be ground and the amount of water and to
correct any setting errors – without having to call out
customer service. After installation the optimum setting
values are stored on a chip card, from where they can be
downloaded at any time.
Cleaning/hygiene
The integrated automatic rinsing and cleaning programme
for the coffee and milk unit greatly facilitates the
maintenance and care of the coffee machine, and ensures
optimum hygiene and a consistently high coffee quality.
Dispenser area/operating area
Variable and sturdy. With the height of the coffee/milk
dispenser adjusted steplessly from 80 to 150 mm, you can
use all the popular sizes of cups and containers without
problem. The optimised coffee supply system and the
combined dispenser guarantee that the coffee is always at
the ideal temperature and that cups are filled evenly when
using the double-dispenser system. The dispenser is
extremely easy to dismantle and can be cleaned in a
dishwasher without any problem.
• Footprint: 675mm (h) x 320mm (w) x 600mm (d)

Excellent After Sales Service

Full Technical Support

World Class Technology
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